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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to contact information in
a peer to peer communications network.

Background

[0002] Packet-based communication systems allow
the user of a device, such as a personal computer, to
communicate across a computer network such as the
Internet.
[0003] One type of packet-based communication sys-
tem uses a peer-to-peer ("P2P") topology built on propri-
etary protocols. A P2P network is a mesh of intercon-
nected communications nodes that communicate with
each other. In contrast with a classical client-server ap-
proach a pure P2P network does not have central serv-
ers. Instead, all participating P2P nodes run software that
provides various services to other nodes in the network,
in addition to giving access to provided services. Such
services may include a distributed database service for
maintaining information for finding other nodes in the net-
work, or a traffic relaying service to enable connectivity
between nodes that cannot communicate directly. Typi-
cally, the pure P2P mesh is often accompanied by central
servers for certain services, like user authentication or
central data storage backup.
[0004] One advantage of P2P networks compared to
client-server architecture is that of scalability. Participat-
ing nodes themselves provide the bandwidth, storage,
and CPU resources, so adding more clients also increas-
es the availability of these resources. In pure P2P net-
works where there are no central servers, there is an
additional benefit of not having a single point of failure or
performance bottleneck in a system.
[0005] In P2P networks that provide direct services to
users, each user of the P2P system typically has a unique
username which is used to identify the user in the net-
work. It is usual for a user of the P2P system to have a
contact list which stores details (including the username)
of other users in the P2P system with whom the user
communicates. These other users are referred to as the
user’s "contacts". The contact list allows the user to ini-
tiate a communication event with a contact in a simple
manner, for example by clicking on the contact’s name
in the contact list. The contact list is typically kept on a
P2P node, but the operator of the P2P service may also
provide a central service for backing up the contact list
for purposes of disaster recovery, or synchronization be-
tween different P2P nodes that the user uses.
[0006] Where the user intends to add a contact to his
contact list it can sometimes be difficult for the user to
find the username of the intended contact in the P2P
system, particularly if the username of the intended con-
tact is different to the intended contact’s real name. This
may be because the intended contact has willingly cho-

sen a username in the P2P system that is different to
their real name. However, in P2P systems such as Sky-
pe®, which have a large number of users (for example
millions of users), it is highly likely that multiple users will
share the same real name. Since usernames in the P2P
system are required to be unique, some users will nec-
essarily be forced to have usernames that are different
to their real names. Therefore finding intended contacts
becomes increasingly difficult as the number of users in
the P2P system increases, and the number of users
whose usernames are different from their real names cor-
respondingly increases.
[0007] In such large systems it is beneficial for the sys-
tem to use an automated searching facility to search for,
and recommend to the user, other users in the system
that the user may want to add as contacts to his contact
list. It would be beneficial to optimize the automated
searching facility in terms of at least one of the speed of
the search; the processing resources required; and the
relevance of the recommended contacts.
[0008] A Friends of Friends search is a known concept
which uses the observation that if someone is a mutual
friend of your friends then that someone is likely to also
be your friend. The terms "friend" and "contact" can be
used somewhat interchangeably in the context of the P2P
system; in terms of a P2P system such as that described
above, someone can be considered a friend of the user
if they are a contact of the user. There exists a level of
trust between users in the P2P communication system
who are contacts (or friends), such that contacts are able
to file transfer data between one another over the P2P
system and are able to view each other’s private details.
The Friends of Friends search requires an examination
of the contact lists of some or all of a user’s friends in
order to identify mutual friends of the user’s friends. The
number of database operations required to implement
the Friends of Friends search increases as the number
of users in the system increases and as the size of the
contact lists increase. In P2P systems, such as Skype®,
which have a large number of users (for example millions
of users) applying the conventional Friends of Friends
search to the central database holding the contact lists
for the users requires a large amount of processing power
and becomes prohibitively resource-hungry to the extent
that it becomes unfeasible to apply the conventional
Friends of Friends search to a P2P system having such
a large number users.
[0009] There is therefore a need for an efficient tech-
nique for analysing existing relationships between users
of a large P2P system (having for example millions of
users) and for performing a search for mutual friends in
the contact lists of users who are friends in a large P2P
system. Such a technique would provide a feasible meth-
od of generating a list of mutual friends of friends in a
large P2P system which can be used for recommending
new contacts to a user in the P2P system.
[0010] Document US2009/070684 discloses a central-
ized social network including contact based recommen-
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dation functionality.

Summary

[0011] Embodiments of the invention are beneficial to
users of the P2P system in that they provide a feasible
way to recommend new contacts to a user in a large P2P
system that are mutual contacts of contacts in the net-
work. The addition of new contacts to a user’s contact
list is facilitated, which will generally mean that users
have a larger number of contacts in their contact lists.
This can also be beneficial to the operators of the P2P
communications system because in general the number
of contacts in a user’s contact list determines the volume
of communication of the user over the P2P network. More
communication over the P2P network will often result in
more revenue for the operators of the P2P system.
[0012] There is provided an efficient method for sug-
gesting relevant new contacts to a user in a large P2P
system (having for example millions of users), based on
existing relationships between users of the system. The
inventor has realised that a simplified version of a Friends
of Friends search is possible in a P2P network which
exploits the intrinsic structure of the P2P network. The
search does not rely on performing database operations
on a central database of the P2P system. Instead the
search and compare operations are offloaded to the in-
dividual P2P nodes such that the search can be carried
out in a parallel manner on the P2P nodes. Since only a
fraction of the total database operations are carried out
on a single P2P node, the search is very inexpensive to
perform on each of the P2P nodes, in terms of the con-
sumption of resources at each P2P node.
[0013] The invention also solves an important privacy
issue related to such a search. P2P nodes in the system
are not controlled by a central authority, and each node
has access to data that is stored on the node. Therefore
a node must not provide data to other nodes that would
create a potential privacy or security hazard.
[0014] According to a first aspect of the invention there
is provided a method of transmitting contact data in a
peer to peer communications network, the method com-
prising: transmitting a list of contacts from a first contact
store to a first compare means; at the first compare
means, comparing the list of contacts from the first con-
tact store with a list of contacts from a second contact
store to identify common contacts between the lists of
contacts from the first and second contact stores, the first
compare means outputting a contacts result based on
the identification of the common contacts; at a second
compare means, comparing the contacts result output
from the first compare means with a list of contacts from
a third contact store; and using an output of the second
compare means to identify at least one contact to rec-
ommend as a new contact to a recommendee user in the
network, wherein the first contact store is at a node of
the network and the first compare means is at another
node of the network, and the list of contacts transmitted

from the first contact store is transmitted over the network
to the first compare means.
[0015] According to a second aspect of the invention
there is provided a peer to peer communications network
comprising: a first contact store configured to transmit a
list of contacts over the network; a second contact store;
a third contact store; first compare means configured to
receive the list of contacts transmitted from the first con-
tact store and to compare the list of contacts with a list
of contacts from the second contact store to identify com-
mon contacts between the lists of contacts from the first
and second contact stores, the first compare means fur-
ther configured to output a contacts result based on the
identification of the common contacts; and second com-
pare means configured to compare the contacts result
output from the first compare means with a list of contacts
from the third contact store; wherein an output of the sec-
ond compare means is used to identify at least one con-
tact to recommend as a new contact to a recommendee
user in the network, and wherein the first contact store
is at a node of the network and the first compare means
is at another node of the network, and the list of contacts
transmitted from the first contact store is transmitted over
the network to the first compare means.
[0016] In a first embodiment the first contact store is
at a first node in the network, the first node being usable
by the recommendee user, the second contact store is
at a second node in the network, the third contact store
is at a third node in the network, the first compare means
is at the second node, the second compare means is at
the third node, and wherein the contacts result output
from the first compare means comprises a plurality of
contacts which are contacts in the second contact store
which are not contacts in the first contact store, the con-
tacts result being transmitted over the network from the
second node to the second compare means at the third
node, and wherein the output of the second compare
means is a list of contacts which are common contacts
of the second and third contact stores but which are not
contacts in the first contact store.
[0017] In a second embodiment the first contact store
is at a second node in the network, the second contact
store is at a third node in the network, the third contact
store is at a first node in the network, the first node being
usable by the recommendee user, the first compare
means is at the third node, the second compare means
is at the first node, and wherein the contacts result output
from the first compare means comprises a plurality of
contacts which are common contacts of the first and sec-
ond contact stores, the common contacts of the first and
second contact stores being transmitted over the network
from the third node to the second compare means at the
first node via the second node, and wherein the output
of the second compare means is a list of contacts which
are common contacts of the first and second contact
stores but which are not contacts in the third contact
store.
[0018] In a third embodiment the first contact store is
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at a third node in the network, the second contact store
is at a second node in the network, the third contact store
is at a first node in the network, the first node being usable
by the recommendee user, the first compare means is
at the second node, the second compare means is at the
first node, and wherein the contacts result output from
the first compare means comprises a plurality of contacts
which are common contacts of the first and second con-
tact stores, the common contacts of the first and second
contact stores being transmitted over the network from
the second node to the second compare means at the
first node, and wherein the output of the second compare
means is a list of contacts which are common contacts
of the first and second contact stores but which are not
contacts in the third contact store.
[0019] In a fourth embodiment the first contact store is
at a third node in the network, the second contact store
is at a second node in the network, the third contact store
is at a first node in the network, the first node being usable
by the recommendee user, the first compare means is
at the second node, the second compare means is at the
second node, and wherein the contacts result output from
the first compare means comprises a plurality of contacts
which are common contacts of the first and second con-
tact stores, and wherein the first node is configured to
transmit a list of contacts of the third contact store over
the network to the second compare means at the second
node, and wherein the output of the second compare
means is a list of contacts which are common contacts
of the first and second contact stores but which are not
contacts in the third contact store.
[0020] In preferred embodiments common contacts
are identified in contact lists of users without revealing
the true identities of contacts of any P2P user to other
P2P nodes in the P2P network. Instead of contact iden-
tities an identifier of the contact is used to find common
contacts. The identifier may be a one-way hash function
of contact identity, the hash function being chosen in such
a way that it allows a reliable determination of common
contacts without revealing the name of the contact to a
node of a user that does not have the contact name in
contact list.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0021] For a better understanding of the present inven-
tion and to show how the same may be put into effect,
reference will now be made, by way of example, to the
following drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a P2P network built on top of packet-
based communication system;
Figure 2 shows a first user interface of a communi-
cation client;
Figure 3 shows a user terminal executing a commu-
nication client;
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of a peer to peer
network according to a preferred embodiment;

Figure 5 shows a flowchart of a process for recom-
mending a new contact to a user of the P2P system
according to the preferred embodiment;
Figure 6 shows a second user interface of a com-
munication client;
Figure 7a is a schematic diagram of a peer to peer
network according to a first alternative embodiment;
Figure 7b shows a flowchart of a process for recom-
mending a new contact to a user of the P2P system
according to the first alternative embodiment;
Figure 8a is a schematic diagram of a peer to peer
network according to a second alternative embodi-
ment;
Figure 8b shows a flowchart of a process for recom-
mending a new contact to a user of the P2P system
according to the second alternative embodiment;
Figure 9a is a schematic diagram of a peer to peer
network according to a third alternative embodiment;
and
Figure 9b shows a flowchart of a process for recom-
mending a new contact to a user of the P2P system
according to the third alternative embodiment;.

Detailed Description of Referred Embodiments

[0022] Reference is first made to Figure 1, which illus-
trates a packet-based P2P communication system 100.
A first user of the communication system (User A 102)
operates a user terminal 104, which is shown connected
to a network 106. Note that the communication system
100 utilises a network such as the Internet. The user ter-
minal 104 may be, for example, a mobile phone, a per-
sonal digital assistant ("PDA"), a personal computer
("PC") (including, for example, Windows™, Mac OS™
and Linux™ PCs), a gaming device or other embedded
device able to connect to the network 106. The user de-
vice 104 is arranged to receive information from and out-
put information to a user 102 of the device. In a preferred
embodiment the user device 104 comprises a display
such as a screen and an input device such as a keypad,
joystick, touch-screen, keyboard and/or mouse. The user
device 104 is connected to the network 106.
[0023] Note that in alternative embodiments, the user
terminal 104 can connect to the communication network
106 via additional intermediate networks not shown in
Figure 1. For example, if the user terminal 104 is a mobile
device, then it can connect to the communication network
106 via a cellular mobile network (not shown in figure 1),
for example a GSM or UMTS network.
[0024] The user terminal 104 is running a communica-
tion client 108, provided by the software provider. The
communication client 108 is a software program execut-
ed on a local processor in the user terminal 104.
[0025] An example of a user interface 200 of the com-
munication client 108 executed on the user terminal 104
of the first user 102 is shown illustrated in Figure 2. Note
that the user interface 200 can be different depending on
the type of user terminal 104. For example, the user in-
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terface can be smaller or display information differently
on a mobile device, due to the small screen size. In the
example of Figure 2, the client user interface 200 displays
the username 202 of "User_A" 102 in the communication
system.
[0026] The client user interface 200 comprises a tab
206 labelled "contacts", and when this tab is selected the
contacts stored in User A’s contact list are displayed in
a pane 208 bellow the tab 206. In the example user in-
terface in Figure 2, four contacts of other users of the
communication system are shown listed in pane 208.
Each of these contacts have authorised User A 102 of
the client 108 to view their contact details.
[0027] Figure 3 illustrates a detailed view of the user
terminal 104 on which is executed client 108. The user
terminal 104 comprises a central processing unit ("CPU")
302, to which is connected a display 304 such as a
screen, input devices such as a keypad (or a keyboard)
306 and a pointing device such as a joystick 308. The
display 304 may comprise a touch screen for inputting
data to the CPU 302. An output audio device 310 (e.g. a
speaker) and an input audio device 312 (e.g. a micro-
phone) are connected to the CPU 302. The display 304,
keypad 306, joystick 308, output audio device 310 and
input audio device 312 are integrated into the user ter-
minal 104. In alternative user terminals one or more of
the display 304, the keypad 306, the joystick 308, the
output audio device 310 and the input audio device 312
may not be integrated into the user terminal 104 and may
be connected to the CPU 302 via respective interfaces.
One example of such an interface is a USB interface. A
pointing device such as a mouse (not shown) may be
connected to the CPU 302 via an interface (not shown).
The CPU 302 is connected to a network interface 326
such as a modem for communication with the network
106. The network interface 326 may be integrated into
the user terminal 104 as shown in Figure 3. In alternative
user terminals the network interface 326 is not integrated
into the user terminal 104.
[0028] Figure 3 also illustrates an operating system
("OS") 314 executed on the CPU 302. Running on top of
the OS 314 is a software stack 316 for the client 108.
The software stack shows a client protocol layer 318, a
client engine layer 320 and a client user interface layer
("UI") 322. Each layer is responsible for specific func-
tions. Because each layer usually communicates with
two other layers, they are regarded as being arranged in
a stack as shown in Figure 3. The operating system 314
manages the hardware resources of the computer and
handles data being transmitted to and from the network
via the network interface 326. The client protocol layer
318 of the client software communicates with the oper-
ating system 314 and manages the connections over the
communication system. Processes requiring higher level
processing are passed to the client engine layer 320. The
client engine 320 also communicates with the client user
interface layer 322. The client engine 320 may be ar-
ranged to control the client user interface layer 322 to

present information to the user via the user interface of
the client (as shown in Figure 2) and to receive informa-
tion from the user via the user interface.
[0029] With reference to figures 4 and 5 a preferred
embodiment is now described. The method steps (S502
to S524) shown in figure 5 and described below can be
implemented using functional blocks of the nodes shown
in figure 4. The functional blocks can be implemented as
either hardware blocks or software blocks as appropriate
to achieve the functions described below in relation to
the method steps of figure 5. As shown in figure 4, User
A is logged into node 1 corresponding to user terminal
104 shown in figure 1 and User B is logged into node 2
corresponding to user terminal 112 shown in figure 1.
User B has a number of contacts in the P2P system in-
cluding Users C, C’, C" and C"’ who are logged into nodes
3, 3’, 3" and 3"’ respectively. Nodes 3, 3’, 3" and 3"’ cor-
respond to user terminal 118 shown in figure 1. All of the
nodes shown in figure 4 are capable of communicating
with each other over the network 106. Comparing means
410 is located at node 2 and comparing means 412, 412’,
412" and 412"’ are located at nodes 3,3’,3" and 3"’ re-
spectively.
[0030] Privacy is an important issue in P2P systems
because the communication in the P2P network 106 is
controlled by the users of the system, not by a centralized
network operator. User A creates hash values indicating
the usernames of the contacts stored in User A’s contact
list. The hash values are sent between the nodes rather
than the usernames of the contacts indicated by the hash
values, such that User A avoids the need to reveal the
usernames of his contacts to User B, and User B likewise
avoids the need to reveal usernames of his contacts to
Users C, C’, C" and C"’.
[0031] A one-way hashing algorithm is used to convert
the usernames of the contacts into the hash values, with
the length of the resulting hash chosen so that the total
number of possible unique hash values is far less (e.g.
at least an order of magnitude less) than the total number
of users in the P2P system. The hash values thus collide
heavily across the entire set of usernames in the P2P
system, such that one hash value can indicate more than
one username in the P2P system. However, as each user
in the P2P system has much fewer contacts than the total
number of users in the P2P network, the length of a hash
is chosen so that the total number of unique hash values
is significantly larger than the total number of unique con-
tact names in contact lists of Users A, B, and all of Users
C, C’, C" and C"’,
[0032] In this way, although each unique hash value
indicates more than one username in the whole P2P net-
work, it is unlikely that a unique hash value will indicate
the username of more than one contact of Users A,B,
and all of Users C, C’, C" and C"’. For example, the total
number of users in the P2P system could be three hun-
dred million, whereas the total number of contacts of Us-
ers A,B, and all of Users C, C’, C" and C"’ in the system
could be one hundred. An example of a useful hashing
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scheme in this case is a 16-bit CRC which has a total
key space of 65,536, i.e. there are 65,536 unique hash
values which can be used to indicate the usernames. In
this example each unique hash value would indicate an
average of 4500 usernames in the entire P2P system,
but it is unlikely that the username of more than one of
the 100 contacts will be indicated by a single-hash value.
[0033] This method of indicating contact names allows
a key for allowing a Friends of Friends search to be ex-
ecuted on P2P nodes without revealing the contact
names between P2P nodes that are participating in the
search, while still allowing the identification of shared
contacts.
[0034] Referring to figure 5, in step S502 User A sends
a list of hash values, calculated as described above, of
the usernames of its contacts from node 1 (104) to node
2 (112) over the network 106 using the link 402. The hash
of User A’s username may be included in the list of hash
values that are sent to node 2 (112), or alternatively node
2 may add the hash value of the username of user A to
the list as node 2 knows the username of the user com-
municating from node 1. The step S502 may be initiated
when User A adds User B (at node 2) as a contact. Al-
ternatively, User A can initiate the method with step S502
at any time, independent of the actions associated with
adding User B as a contact.
[0035] In step S504, comparing means 410 on node 2
(112) of User B determines a list of hash values of user-
names in User B’s contact list, and removes from that list
the hash values that were received from node 1 (104) in
step S502, with the hash value of User A’s username
included. In this way, a list is generated at node 2 of hash
values which indicate usernames of contacts of User B
which are not contacts of User A, and which do not indi-
cate User A itself. A hash value indicating the username
of User B is then added to the generated list to avoid
recommending User B himself, as the User A already
communicates with User B, meaning that User A already
knows User B. The hash of User B’s username can be
added on node 2, or node 3.
[0036] In step S506 a number of contacts from User
B’s contact list are selected. In the example shown in
figure 4 four of User B’s contacts are selected, the se-
lected contacts being User C at node 3 (118), User C’ at
node 3’ (118’), User C" at node 3" (118") and User C"’ at
node 3"’ (118"’). At least one of User B’s contacts has to
be selected, such as User C, but normally more than one
of User B’s contacts are selected, such as Users C, C’,
C" and C"’ as shown in figure 4.
[0037] In step S508 a query is sent from node 2 (112)
to nodes 3 (118, 118’, 118", 118"’) of each of the contacts
selected in step S506 over the P2P network 106 using a
respective link (404, 404’, 404", 404"’). The query in-
cludes the list of the hash values indicating usernames
of contacts of User B which are not contacts of User A
generated at node 2 in step S504.
[0038] In step S510 comparing means 412 at node 3
removes hash values from the list, which do not indicate

usernames of contacts of User C. This results in the list
only including hash values which indicate usernames of
contacts of User B that are also contacts of User C, but
which are not already contacts of User A.
[0039] In step S512 the list of hash values is returned
to node 2 from node 3 over the P2P system using the
link 406.
[0040] Steps S510 and S512 are also carried out at
nodes 3’, 3" and 3"’ for users C’, C" and C"’ respectively.
Therefore, as well as receiving a list of hash values on
link 406 indicating usernames of mutual contacts of Us-
ers B and C that are not contacts of User A, node 2 also
receives a list of hash values over the P2P system on
link 406’ indicating usernames of mutual contacts of Us-
ers B and C’ that are not contacts of User A, and a list of
hash values over the P2P system on link 406" indicating
usernames of mutual contacts of Users B and C" that are
not contacts of User A, and a list of hash values over the
P2P system on link 406"’ indicating usernames of mutual
contacts of Users B and C"’ that are not contacts of User
A. In step S510 each of the selected nodes (nodes 3, 3’,
3" and 3"’) compares the list of hash values received from
node 2 against the usernames of contacts in its own re-
spective contact list, without considering the contact lists
of other users. In this way the contact lists of the selected
users are searched in parallel, and only N hash calcula-
tions and compare operations are needed on each se-
lected node where N is the number of contacts in the
selected user’s contact list. This makes the method very
scalable for use in large P2P systems having for example
millions of users because the amount of processing
needed is not related to total number of users in a system,
and is in fact only proportional to the size of the contact
lists of users participating in the search.
[0041] When the lists are received at node 2 from the
selected nodes 3, 3’, 3" and 3"’ the number of occurrenc-
es of each unique hash value in all of the received hash
lists is counted in step S514. If a hash value appears in
one of the lists then this suggests that a contact with a
username indicated by that hash value is a mutual friend
of User B and one of the selected users (User C, C’, C" or
C"’). If a hash value appears in more than one of the lists
then this suggests that a contact with a username indi-
cated by that hash value is a mutual friend of User B and
more than one of the selected users (User C, C’, C" or
C"’). Such recurring hash values indicate usernames of
contacts that could be recommended as new contacts
for User A. We note that the occurrence of the hash val-
ues in the returned lists is only a suggestion of mutual
friendship, rather than conclusive proof of mutual friend-
ship, because, as described above, each unique hash
value may indicate more than one user in the P2P sys-
tem. However, the likelihood that two contacts of any of
the users A, B, C, C’, C" and C"’ have usernames indi-
cated by the same hash value is small so the suggestion
of mutual friendship is a reliable suggestion.
[0042] It can be assumed that the greater the number
of occurrences of a particular hash value in the lists re-
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ceived at node 2 from the selected nodes, the greater is
the certainty that the contact indicated by this hash value
is a friend of User A. This is because a large number of
occurrences of a hash value indicates that a large number
of the selected contacts are mutual friends with the con-
tact having the username indicated by that hash value.
[0043] In step S516 the number of occurrences of each
hash value is compared to a threshold value. The thresh-
old value can be any number which does not exceed the
number of selected users (Users C, C’, C", C"’), as the
number of occurrences of hash value cannot exceed the
number of lists returned from nodes 3, 3’, 3" and 3"’ to
node 2. In the example shown in figure 4, the threshold
value cannot exceed four, but can take any value from
one to four. For example the threshold may be two.
[0044] If the number of occurrences of a hash value
exceeds the threshold value then the contact with a user-
name indicated by that hash value can be taken to be a
mutual friend of User B and at least some of the selected
users C, C’, C" and C"’ In this event, the method can
continue to step S518 in which the contacts that are mu-
tual friends of User B and at least some of the selected
Users C, C’, C" and C"’ can be recommended to User A
as new contacts. Node 3 may optionally ask User B to
approve sending all or some of the contact names to User
A as recommendations. The recommendations may be
sent to node 1 over the P2P network 106 using the link
408.
[0045] It is worth noting that any contact that is recom-
mended to User A using the method described above is
necessarily a contact of User B. Therefore details of the
recommended contact are stored in User B’s contact list
and node 2 may include additional information that is
considered public information in the contact list which
may be transmitted with the recommendation to User A.
Node 2 (112) may automatically retrieve and send these
additional details to User A with the recommendation on
link 408. Node 2 must not include any information about
contacts that is considered private, as the permission to
see private information must be granted to User A by a
contact himself.
[0046] The recommended contacts are received at
node 1 (104) and can be presented to User A. In step
S520 User A can decide to add the recommended contact
as a new contact to his contact list. Since the recom-
mended contact is a mutual friend of User B and at least
one of the selected users (e.g. Users C, C’, C" and C"’)
it is likely that the recommended contact is also a friend
of User A. Figure 6 shows an example of a user interface
602 that may be used to ask User A whether he would
like to add the recommended contact (e.g. User D) to his
contact list. More than one contact may be recommended
to User A, but in the example shown in figure 6, only User
D has been recommended. User A can choose to add
contact D to his contact list by clicking on button 604.
User A can choose not to add contact D to his contact
list by clicking on button 606. If User A is unsure whether
to add User D as a contact, or does not currently have

time to decide whether to add User D as a contact, then
he can click on button 608 which instructs the client 108
to ask User A whether he would like to add User D as a
contact at some later time. Clicking on button 608 will
close the user interface 602, but the user interface 602
will reopen at some later time (e.g. 24 hours later) to ask
User A again whether he would like to add User D as a
contact.
[0047] As described above, details about the recom-
mended contact (e.g. User D) can be transmitted from
node 2 to node 1 when the contact is recommended.
Alternatively only contact names can be transferred, and
node 1 can retrieve the additional publicly available de-
tails from either a P2P distributed database, or central
database holding details of users. These details can help
User A to decide whether to add the recommended user
as a contact. These details may be displayed in the user
interface 602. Alternatively, as shown in figure 6 the user
interface 602 may include a link 610, such that when User
A clicks on the link 610, the details regarding User D are
displayed.
[0048] If User A decides to add the recommended user
as a new contact in step S520 then a request for User D
to accept User A as a contact can be sent from node 1
to a node of User D over the P2P network 106. If User
D accepts the request then the node of User D will make
private contact details of User D available to User A.
[0049] Returning to figures 4 and 5, if in step S520 the
recommended user is added as a new contact in User
A’s contact list, in step S522 it is decided whether the
method described above should be implemented on the
new contact. In other words, the new contact takes the
role of User B in the method described above and mutual
friends of the new contact and contacts of the new contact
may be recommended to User A as new contacts. In this
way, the method can be carried out in an iterative fashion
as User A adds recommended users to his contact list.
If in step S520 the recommended user is not added to
User A’s contact list then the method ends in step S524.
Similarly, if in step S522 the method is not to be repeated
for a new contact then the method ends in step S524.
[0050] If in step S516 it is determined that the number
of occurrences of a hash value in the lists received at
node 2 from the selected nodes 3, 3’, 3" and 3"’ does not
exceed the threshold value, then the contact having a
username indicated by the hash value is not recommend-
ed as a contact to User A, and the method can pass to
step S526.
[0051] The number of recommendations transmitted
to User A that is considered sufficient in step S518 may
be relatively small (e.g. two or three) and may be limited
to contacts that are mutual friends of many of the selected
users. This is achieved by setting the threshold value
used in step S516 to a high value (e.g. close to the total
number of selected users). It is acceptable to recommend
a small number of contacts to User A because if User A
adds any of the recommended contacts as a new contact
then the method described above can be implemented
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on the new contact as described in relation to step S522.
It is also beneficial to set the threshold value in step S516
to a high value as this will mean that only contacts that
are mutual friends of many of the selected contacts (Us-
ers C, C’, C" and C"’) are recommended to User A. This
will reduce the number of recommendations that are
made to User A for contacts that User A does not wish
to add as new contacts.
[0052] However, if the search for mutual friends on the
selected contacts (User C, C’, C" and C"’) is considered
to result in too few recommendations (e.g. less than 3
recommendations) then it may be desirable to increase
the number of recommendations if possible. One way to
increase the number of recommendations is to reduce
the threshold value used in step S516.
[0053] Another way to increase the number of recom-
mendations is to perform an additional search for mutual
friends on a different group of selected users (C, C’,
C" and C"’) if the previous searches were not exhaustive,
meaning that the contact list of user B is sufficiently large
to expand the search, e.g. whether there are contacts in
User B’s contact list which were not included in the orig-
inal group of selected users. In step S526 it is decided
whether to repeat the search for mutual friends. If it is
decided not to repeat the search then the method con-
tinues with step S518 in which the contacts which passed
the test in step S516 (i.e. the contacts whose hash values
appeared in enough of the lists received from nodes 3,
3’, 3" and 3"’ to reach or exceed the threshold) are rec-
ommended to User A. However, if it is decided in step
S526 that a repeat search is to be performed then the
method returns to step S506 wherein a different group
of users is selected from User B’s contact list. This dif-
ferent group of selected users may comprises some or
none of the original group of selected users (Users C, C’,
C" and C’"). The method is then carried out as described
above using the new group of selected users to find mu-
tual friends of User B and the users of the new group
which may be recommended to User A as a new contact,
but with hash values of already found mutual contacts
removed from the list sent to new group of selected nodes
3, to avoid counting in the contacts that are already con-
sidered common contacts.
[0054] In either of these ways, more contacts may be
recommended to User A as new contacts.
[0055] It is clear that the selection of the users (C, C’,
C" and C"’) in step S506 is important in determining po-
tential contacts for recommending to User A in step S518.
It is therefore beneficial to select the users in step S506
carefully, such that the most relevant recommendations
are likely to be provided to User A, such that contacts
are recommended that User A is likely to add as new
contacts. The choice of the selected users in step S506
can be based on different criteria, depending on the in-
formation available at node 2 (112). In this way, the rel-
evance of common contacts found for User A can be
maximized, by choosing the best nodes in step S506
based on a variety of criteria available at the second

node. The threshold value used in step S516 can be ad-
justed based on the number of, and on characteristics
of, the nodes selected in step S506.
[0056] The selection of the users in step S506 may be
based on a determination that a user (e.g. User C) is
online and in good status (i.e. is not blocked by User B
and is authorised to communicate with User B over the
P2P communications network 106). It is useful to only
select users that are online and capable of communicat-
ing with User B over the P2P communications network
106.
[0057] Another criterion on which the selection of the
users in step S506 may be based is a determination of
the number of contacts in the contact list of a user (e.g.
User C), if User C has enabled his contacts to see the
size of his contact list. Selecting users with a large
number of contacts in their contact list will increase the
likelihood of finding mutual friends.
[0058] Node 2 (112) may track the "contact relevance"
of a potential selected user (e.g. User C). In other words,
node 2 (112) may provide an indication of how actively
User B is communicating with the potential selected user
C. The number of communication events or the duration
of communication events between User B and the po-
tential selected user (e.g. User C) may be taken into ac-
count in deciding whether to select the user in step S506.
In general the amount, or extent, of communication be-
tween User B and the potential selected user (e.g. User
C) is taken into account in deciding whether to select the
user in step S506. In this way, in step S506, users with
whom User B communicates more may be more likely
to be selected as users for finding mutual friends.
[0059] Another criterion on which the selection of the
users in step S506 may be based is a determination of
the geographical distance between node 1 and a node
of the potential selected user (e.g. node 3 of User C).
The selection may be based on a determination of the
time zones at the nodes in the network. The difference
between the time zones can be used as a crude approx-
imation of the geographical distance between the nodes.
The determination of the geographical distance or the
time zone difference can be useful is selecting the users
in step S506 because users that are closer to User A are
more likely to be someone that User A may want to add
into his contact list.
[0060] Using any or all of the criteria described above
in deciding which users to select in step S506 can sig-
nificantly improve the quality of the recommendations
provided to User A, and can also increase the number
of potential recommendations found. In other words, Us-
er A is more likely to add the recommended contacts
when any or all of the criteria described above are used
in deciding which users to select in step S506. Using the
criteria described above is particularly useful when User
B has a large number of contacts in his contact list be-
cause then the number of users that may be selected in
step S506 is large. However, it must be noted that the
method still produces useful recommendations to User
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A if random contacts of User B are selected in step S506
(i.e. if no selection criteria are used).
[0061] The method of recommending new contacts to
User A is particularly useful in large P2P networks. In-
deed, the method scales very well computationally to the
point where the transmission of the network is the limiting
factor, rather than the database operations because the
database operations are carried out in parallel on the
P2P nodes rather than centrally in the contact server.
The functional performance of the method mainly de-
pends on the number of contacts in User B’s contact list
and on the selection of the contacts (C, C’, C" and C"’)
in step S506 that are queried. The larger the number of
contacts in User B’s contact list, the more contacts there
are to choose from in step S506 and the higher the like-
lihood of a sufficient number of User B’s contacts being
online.
[0062] Selecting a larger number of contacts (e.g. Us-
ers C, C’, C" and C"’) in step S506 improves the quality
of the recommendations to User A (i.e. improves the like-
lihood that User A will add the recommended contact as
a new contact). Selecting a larger number of contacts in
step S506 means that the threshold value used in step
S516 can be higher, which means that the contacts rec-
ommended to User A are mutual friends of more of the
selected users, and therefore more likely to also be a
friend of User A.
[0063] In the preferred embodiment described above
the method is performed in real time where all of the users
chosen in step S506 are online simultaneously. In that
case, the transmissions between nodes occur as de-
scribed above directly between the nodes as shown in
figure 4 along the direct links 402, 404, 404’, 404", 404"’,
406, 406’, 406", 406"’ and 408 of the P2P communica-
tions network 106. In particular, in the preferred embod-
iment described above the transmission of the list of hash
values from node 2 to node 3 is a direct transmission
over link 404 and the transmission of the returned list of
hash values from node 3 to node 2 is a direct transmission
over link 406.
[0064] In an alternative embodiment the central server
connected to the P2P communications network 106 can
be used to relay communication between nodes that are
not simultaneously online. For example, if User B is online
but User C is offline, in step S508 node 2 may transmit
the generated list, intended for User C at node 3, to the
central server 122 where it can be stored. Then when
User C logs into the P2P system at node 3 the list stored
at the central server can be transmitted to node 3. Sim-
ilarly, in step S512 node 3 may transmit the list, intended
for User B at node 2, to the central, server where it is
stored. At some point (e.g. when User B logs into the
P2P system at node 2) the list stored at the central server
intended for User B can be transmitted to node 2. Once
responses to all, or a sufficient number of queries have
been received at node 2, the algorithm of finding common
contacts can be continued on node 2.
[0065] Similarly, the recommendations sent from node

2 to node 1 in step S518 may be a direct transmission
over the P2P system from node 2 to node 1 using the
link 408. Alternatively, node 2 may transmit the recom-
mendations to the central server from which the recom-
mendations can be transmitted to node 1.
[0066] Where the number of third nodes (i.e. nodes 3,
3’, 3" and 3"’) currently communicating in the P2P net-
work is too small for reliable recommendations to be
made, the method can proceed as described above in
which a central server is used as a store-and-forward
system for holding identifier lists for P2P nodes. P2P
nodes can send queries to the central server as they
come online and log into the P2P network. The P2P
nodes can store the processing results back on the cen-
tral server in case the sender of the list of identifiers is
no longer online.
[0067] A preferred embodiment of the invention has
been described above. However, there are alternative
ways in which the invention can be put into effect. Some
alternative embodiments of the invention will now be de-
scribed in relation to Figures 7a to 9b.
[0068] A first alternative embodiment is now described
with reference to Figures 7a and 7b. Figure 7a shows
the system of the first alternative embodiment including
a first node 104, a second node 112 and third nodes 118,
118’, 118" and 118"’, as described above in relation to
Figure 4. The third nodes 118 to 118"’ include respective
comparing means 710 to 710"’ and the first node 104
includes comparing means 712.
[0069] In operation, in step S702, the second node 112
selects the third users (Users C to C"’) at the third nodes
118 to 118"’, as described above in relation to the pre-
ferred embodiment. The third users are contacts of the
second user (User B). In step S704 a list of the hash
values of the second user’s contacts is transmitted over
the network from the second node 112 to the third nodes
118 to 118"’.
[0070] In step S706, the comparing means 710 to 710"’
at the respective third nodes 118 to 118"’ are used to
generate respective lists of hash values of the common
contacts of the second user and the respective third us-
ers, as described above in relation to the preferred em-
bodiment. In step S708, the list of hash values is returned
to the second node 112.
[0071] In step S710, the number of occurrences of
each hash value in the lists returned from the third nodes
118 to 118"’ is counted at the second node 112, as de-
scribed above in relation to the preferred embodiment. It
is determined in step S712 whether the number of oc-
currences of a particular hash value exceeds a threshold,
and if so, the method proceeds with step S714. In step
S714 the hash values which exceed the threshold in step
S712 form a list of hash values which is transmitted over
the network from the second node 112 to the first node
104. In step S716 the hash values received from the sec-
ond node 112 are compared with hash values of the con-
tacts of the first user (User A) at the first node 104. Hash
values indicating contacts of the first user are removed
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from the list of hash values received from the second
node, which leaves a list of hash values indicating con-
tacts which are contacts of the second user and contacts
of at least one of the third users but which are not already
contacts of the first user. In step S718 at least one of the
remaining hash values indicates a contact which is rec-
ommended a new contact to the first user.
[0072] In step S720 it is determined whether to add the
recommended contact as a new contact for the first user.
If the recommended contact is added as a new contact
then in step S722 it is determined whether the method
should be repeated for the new contact, and if so, the
method passes back to step S702. If it is determined that
the method should not be repeated for the new contact
then the method ends in step S724. If the result of step
S720 is negative then the method ends in step S724.
[0073] If in step S712 it is determined in step S712 that
the count does not exceed the threshold then in step
S726 it is determined whether to repeat the search, as
described above in relation to the preferred embodiment.
If it is decided not to repeat the search then the method
continues with step S714 in which the contacts which
passed the test in step S712 are recommended to User
A. However, if it is decided in step S726 that a repeat
search is to be performed then the method returns to step
S702 wherein a different group of users is selected from
User B’s contact list.
[0074] A second alternative embodiment is now de-
scribed with reference to Figures 8a and 8b. Figure 8a
shows the system of the second alternative embodiment
including a first node 104, a second node 112 and third
nodes 118, 118’, 118" and 118"’, as described above in
relation to Figure 4. The second node 112 includes com-
paring means 810 and the first node 104 includes com-
paring means 812.
[0075] In operation, in step S802, the second node 112
selects the third users at the third nodes 118 to 118"’, as
described above in relation to the preferred embodiment.
The third users are contacts of the second user. In step
S804 an instruction is transmitted over the network from
the second node 112 to the third nodes 118 to 118"’ in-
structing the third nodes 118 to 118"’ to transmit lists of
hash values indicating the contacts of the users at the
respective third nodes 118 to 118"’. In step S806, the
third nodes 118 to 118’" transmit hash values indicating
the contacts of the users at the respective third nodes
118 to 118"’ to the second node 112.
[0076] In step S808 the comparing means 810 at the
second node 112 is used to generate respective lists of
hash values of the common contacts of the second user
and the respective third users, as described above in
relation to the preferred embodiment.
[0077] In step S810, the number of occurrences of
each hash value in the lists is counted at the second node
112, as described above in relation to the preferred em-
bodiment. It is determined in step S812 whether the
number of occurrences of a particular hash value ex-
ceeds a threshold, and if so, the method proceeds with

step S814. In step S814 the hash values which exceed
the threshold in step S812 form a list of hash values which
is transmitted over the network from the second node
112 to the first node 104. In step S816 the hash values
received from the second node 112 are compared with
hash values of the contacts of the first user at the first
node 104. Hash values indicating contacts of the first
user are removed from the list of hash values received
from the second node, which leaves a list of hash values
indicating contacts which are contacts of the second user
and contacts of at least one of the third users but which
are not already contacts of the first user. In step S818 at
least one of the remaining hash values indicates a contact
which is recommended as a new contact to the first user.
[0078] In step S820 it is determined whether to add the
recommended contact as a new contact for the first user.
If the recommended contact is added as a new contact
then in step S822 it is determined whether the method
should be repeated for the new contact, and if so, the
method passes back to step S802. If it is determined that
the method should not be repeated for the new contact
then the method ends in step S824. If the result of step
S820 is negative then the method ends in step S824.
[0079] If in step S812 it is determined in step S812 that
the count does not exceed the threshold then in step
S826 it is determined whether to repeat the search, as
described above in relation to the preferred embodiment.
If it is decided not to repeat the search then the method
continues with step S814 in which the contacts which
passed the test in step S812 are recommended to User
A. However, if it is decided in step S826 that a repeat
search is to be performed then the method returns to step
S802 wherein a different group of users is selected from
User B’s contact list.
[0080] A third alternative embodiment is now de-
scribed with reference to Figures 9a and 9b. Figure 9a
shows the system of the third alternative embodiment
including a first node 104, a second node 112 and third
nodes 118, 118’, 118" and 118"’, as described above in
relation to Figure 4. The second node 112 includes com-
paring means 910 and comparing means 912.
[0081] In operation, in step S902 hash values indicat-
ing the first user’s contacts are transmitted from the first
node 104 to the second node 112 over the network. In
step S904 the second node uses comparing means 910
to generate a list, of hash values of the second user which
are no.t contacts of the first user as described above in
relation to the preferred embodiment.
[0082] In step S906, the second node 112 selects the
third users at the third nodes 118 to 118"’, as described
above in relation to the preferred embodiment. The third
users are contacts of the second user. In step S908 an
instruction is transmitted over the network from the sec-
ond node 112 to the third nodes 118 to 118"’ instructing
the third nodes 118 to 118"’ to transmit lists of hash values
indicating the contacts of the users at the respective third
nodes 118 to 118"’. In step S910, the third nodes 118 to
118"’ transmit hash values indicating the contacts of the
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users at the respective third nodes 118 to 118"’ to the
second node 112.
[0083] In step S912 the comparing means 912 at the
second node 112 is used to generate respective lists of
hash values of the common contacts of the second user
and the respective third users, as described above in
relation to the preferred embodiment. The comparing
means 912 also uses the output of the comparing means
910 to create a list of hash values indicating the common
contacts of the second and third users which are not con-
tacts of the first user. One way to implement the method
is to first find the common contacts of the second and
third users and then those common contacts that are also
contacts of the first user can be removed. Another way
to implement the method is to first find contacts of the
second user which are not contacts of the first user and
then to remove those contacts which are not also con-
tacts of the third user.
[0084] In step S914, the number of occurrences of
each hash value in the lists is counted at the second node
112, as described above in relation to the preferred em-
bodiment. It is determined in step S916 whether the
number of occurrences of a particular hash value ex-
ceeds a threshold, and if so, the method proceeds with
step S918. In step S918 at least one of the hash values
which exceeds the threshold in step S916 indicates a
contact which is recommended as a new contact to the
first user.
[0085] In step S920 it is determined whether to add the
recommended contact as a new contact for the first user.
If the recommended contact is added as a new contact
then in step S922 it is determined whether the method
should be repeated for the new contact, and if so, the
method passes back to step S902. If it is determined that
the method should not be repeated for the new contact
then the method ends in step S924. If the result of step
S920 is negative then the method ends in step S924.
[0086] If in step S916 it is determined in step S916 that
the count does not exceed the threshold then in step
S926 it is determined whether to repeat the search, as
described above in relation to the preferred embodiment.
If it is decided not to repeat the search then the method
continues with step S918 in which the contacts which
passed the test in step S916 are recommended to User
A. However, if it is decided in step S926 that a repeat
search is to be performed then the method returns to step
S906 wherein a different group of users is selected from
User B’s contact list.
[0087] All of the embodiments of the invention de-
scribed above allow for common contacts of the second
user (at node 112) and at least one of the third users (at
nodes 118 to 118"’) which are not already contacts of the
first user (at node 104) to be recommended as a new
contact for the first user. The computation is performed
at comparing means which are located at the nodes, rath-
er than at a central database. In the various embodi-
ments, the comparing means are located at different
ones of the nodes in the system, but the overlying prin-

ciple that the computation should be performed at the
user nodes themselves is shown in each of the embod-
iments described above.
[0088] While this invention has been particularly
shown and described with reference to preferred embod-
iments, it will be understood to those skilled in the art that
various changes in form and detail may be made without
departing from the scope of the invention as defined by
the appendant claims. For example, it will be appreciated
that embodiments of the invention described herein can
be employed in any P2P system where communication
client software is used by uniquely identified human us-
ers, such as an IM system, a VoIP system, a video call
system or any combination thereof. The user terminals
(104, 112, 118) on which the communication client is run-
ning can connect to the communication network 106 via
intermediate networks (such as mobile networks, WLAN
networks or corporate networks).

Claims

1. A method of transmitting contact data in a peer to
peer communications network; the method compris-
ing:

transmitting a list of contacts from a first contact
store to a first compare means (410; 710; 810;
910);
at the first compare means (410; 710; 810; 910),
comparing the list of contacts from the first con-
tact store with a list of contacts from a second
contact store to identify common contacts be-
tween the lists of contacts from the first and sec-
ond contact stores, the first compare means
(410; 710; 810; 910) outputting a contacts result
based on the identification of the common con-
tacts;
at a second compare means (412; 712; 812;
912), comparing the contacts result output from
the first compare means (410; 710; 810; 910)
with a list of contacts from a third contact store;
and
using an output of the second compare means
(412; 712; 812; 912) to identify at least one con-
tact to recommend as a new contact to a rec-
ommendee user (102) in the network,
wherein the first contact store is at a node of the
network and the first compare means (410; 710;
810; 910) is at another node of the network, and
the list of contacts transmitted from the first con-
tact store is transmitted over the network to the
first compare means (410; 710; 810; 910).

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising generating
hash values from contact identifiers such that the
lists of contacts from the first, second and third con-
tact stores are lists of hash values identifying con-
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tacts in the network.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the generated hash
values are selected from a set of hash values, the
number of unique hash values in the set of hash val-
ues being less than the total number of users in the
peer to peer communications network.

4. The method of any of claims 1 to 3 wherein:

the first contact store is at a first node (104) in
the network, the first node (104) being usable
by the recommendee user (102),
the second contact store is at a second node
(112) in the network,
the third contact store is at a third node (118) in
the network,
the first compare means (410) is at the second
node (112),
the second compare means (412) is at the third
node (118),
the method further comprising:
transmitting the contacts result from the second
node (112) over the network to the second com-
pare means (412) at the third node (118), the
contacts result comprising a plurality of contacts
which are contacts in the second contact store
which are not contacts in the first contact store,
wherein the output of the second compare
means (412) is a list of contacts which are com-
mon contacts of the second and third contact
stores but which are not contacts in the first con-
tact store.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the first contact store
stores contacts of the recommendee user (102), the
second contact store stores contacts of a second
user (110) of the second node (112), and the third
contact store stores contacts of a third user (116) of
the third node (118), and wherein the third user (116)
is a contact of the second user (110).

6. The method of claim 4 or 5 further comprising:

generating the contacts result at the first com-
pare means by removing, from said list of con-
tacts from the second contact store, the identi-
fied common contacts between the lists of con-
tacts from the first and second contact stores,
and generating the output of the second com-
pare means by removing from the contacts re-
sult those contacts that are not contacts of the
third user.

7. The method of any of claims 1 to 3 wherein:

the first contact store is at a second node (112)
in the network,

the second contact store is at a third node (118)
in the network,
the third contact store is at a first node (104) in
the network, the first node (104) being usable
by the recommendee user (102),
the first compare means (710) is at the third node
(118),
the second compare means (712) is at the first
node (104), the method further comprising:

transmitting the contacts result from the
third node (118) over the network to the sec-
ond compare means (712) at the first node
(104) via the second node (112), the con-
tacts result comprising a plurality of con-
tacts which are common contacts of the first
and second stores,
wherein the output of the second compare
means (712) is a list of contacts which are
common contacts of the first and second
contact stores but which are not contacts in
the third contact store.

8. The method of any of claims 1 to 3 wherein:

the first contact store is at a third node (118) in
the network,
the second contact store is at a second node
(112) in the network,
the third contact store is at a first node (104) in
the network, the first node (104) being usable
by the recommendee user (102),
the first compare means (810) is at the second
node (112),
the second compare means (812) is at the first
node (104), the method further comprising:

transmitting the contacts result from the
second node (112) over the network to the
second compare means (812) at the first
node(104), the contacts result comprising a
plurality of contacts which are common con-
tacts of the first and second contact stores,
wherein the output of the second compare
means (812) is a list of contacts which are
common contacts of the first and second
contact stores but which are not contacts in
the third contact store.

9. The method of any of claims 1 to 3 wherein:

the first contact store is at a third node (118) in
the network,
the second contact store is at a second node
(112) in the network,
the third contact store is at a first node (104) in
the network, the first node (104) being usable
by the recommendee user (102),
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the first compare means (910) is at the second
node (112),
the second compare means (912) is at the sec-
ond node (112), the method further comprising:

transmitting a list of contacts of the third con-
tact store from the first node (104) over the
network to the second compare means
(912) at the second node (112),
wherein the contacts result output from the
first compare means (910) comprises a plu-
rality of contacts which are common con-
tacts of the first and second contact stores,
and wherein the output of the second com-
pare means (912) is a list of contacts which
are common contacts of the first and second
contact stores but which are not contacts in
the third contact store.

10. A peer to peer communications network comprising:

a first contact store configured to transmit a list
of contacts over the network;
a second contact store;
a third contact store;
first compare means (410; 710; 810; 910) con-
figured to receive the list of contacts transmitted
from the first contact store and to compare the
list of contacts with a list of contacts from the
second contact store to identify common con-
tacts between the lists of contacts from the first
and second contact stores, the first compare
means (410; 710; 810; 910) further configured
to output a contacts result based on the identi-
fication of the common contacts; and
second compare means (412; 712; 812; 912)
configured to compare the contacts result output
from the first compare means (410; 710; 810;
910) with a list of contacts from the third contact
store;
wherein an output of the second compare
means (412; 712; 812; 912) is used to identify
at least one contact to recommend as a new
contact to a recommendee user (102) in the net-
work,
and wherein the first contact store is at a node
of the network and the first compare means
(410; 710; 810; 910) is at another node of the
network, and the list of contacts transmitted from
the first contact store is transmitted over the net-
work to the first compare means (410; 710; 810;
910).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Übertragen von Kontaktdaten in ei-
nem Peer-to-Peer-Kommunikationsnetz, wobei das

Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Übertragen einer Liste von Kontakten von einem
ersten Kontaktspeicher zu einem ersten Ver-
gleichsmittel (410; 710; 810; 910);
an dem ersten Vergleichsmittel (410; 710; 810;
910) Vergleichen der Liste von Kontakten von
dem ersten Kontaktspeicher mit einer Liste von
Kontakten von einem zweiten Kontaktspeicher,
um gemeinsame Kontakte zwischen den Listen
von Kontakten von dem ersten und dem zweiten
Kontaktspeicher zu identifizieren, wobei das
erste Vergleichsmittel (410; 710; 810; 910) ein
Kontaktergebnis auf der Basis der Identifizie-
rung der gemeinsamen Kontakte ausgibt;
an einem zweiten Vergleichsmittel (412; 712;
812; 912) Vergleichen des Kontaktergebnisses,
das von dem ersten Vergleichsmittel (410; 710;
810; 910) ausgegeben wird, mit einer Liste von
Kontakten von einem dritten Kontaktspeicher
und
Verwenden einer Ausgabe des zweiten Ver-
gleichsmittels (412; 712; 812; 912), um mindes-
tens einen Kontakt zu identifizieren, der einem
Benutzer (102), dem eine Empfehlung ausge-
sprochen wird, in dem Netz als ein neuer Kon-
takt empfohlen werden soll,
wobei der erste Kontaktspeicher sich an einem
Knoten des Netzes befindet und das erste Ver-
gleichsmittel (410; 710; 810; 910) sich an einem
anderen Knoten des Netzes befindet und die
Liste von Kontakten, die von dem ersten Kon-
taktspeicher übertragen wird, über das Netz an
das erste Vergleichsmittel (410; 710; 810; 910)
übertragen wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das weiterhin das Er-
zeugen von Hashwerten aus Kontaktkennungen
umfasst, so dass die Listen von Kontakten von dem
ersten, dem zweiten und dem dritten Kontaktspei-
cher Listen von Hashwerten sind, die Kontakte in
dem Netz identifizieren.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei die erzeugten
Hashwerte aus einem Satz von Hashwerten ausge-
wählt werden, wobei die Anzahl einzigartiger Hash-
werte in dem Satz von Hashwerten geringer als die
Gesamtanzahl von Benutzern in dem Peer-to-Peer-
Kommunikationsanzahl ist.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei:

der erste Kontaktspeicher sich an einem ersten
Knoten (104) in dem Netz befindet, wobei der
erste Knoten (104) durch den Benutzer (102),
dem eine Empfehlung ausgesprochen wird, be-
nutzbar ist,
der zweite Kontaktspeicher sich an einem zwei-
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ten Knoten (112) in dem Netz befindet,
der dritte Kontaktspeicher sich an einem dritten
Knoten (118) in dem Netz befindet,
das erste Vergleichsmittel (410) sich an dem
zweiten Knoten (112) befindet,
das zweite Vergleichsmittel (412) sich an dem
dritten Knoten (118) befindet,
wobei das Verfahren weiterhin Folgendes um-
fasst:
Übertragen des Kontaktergebnisses von dem
zweiten Knoten (112) über das Netz an das
zweite Vergleichsmittel (412) an dem dritten
Knoten (118), wobei das Kontaktergebnis meh-
rere Kontakte umfasst, die Kontakte in dem
zweiten Kontaktspeicher sind, die nicht Kontak-
te in dem ersten Kontaktspeicher sind,
wobei die Ausgabe des zweiten Vergleichsmit-
tels (412) eine Liste von Kontakten ist, die ge-
meinsame Kontakte des zweiten und des dritten
Kontaktspeichers sind, jedoch nicht Kontakte in
dem ersten Kontaktspeicher sind.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der erste Kon-
taktspeicher Kontakte des Benutzers (102), dem ei-
ne Empfehlung ausgesprochen wird, speichert, der
zweite Kontaktspeicher Kontakte eines zweiten Be-
nutzers (110) des zweiten Knotens (112) speichert
und der dritte Kontaktspeicher Kontakte eines dritten
Benutzers (116) des dritten Knotens (118) speichert
und wobei der dritte Benutzer (116) ein Kontakt des
zweiten Benutzers (110) ist.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4 oder 5, das weiterhin
Folgendes umfasst:

Erzeugen des Kontaktergebnisses an dem ers-
ten Vergleichsmittel durch Löschen der identifi-
zierten gemeinsamen Kontakte zwischen den
Listen von Kontakten von dem ersten und dem
zweiten Kontaktspeicher aus der Liste von Kon-
takten von dem zweiten Kontaktspeicher und
Erzeugen der Ausgabe des zweiten Vergleichs-
mittels durch Löschen jener Kontakte, die nicht
Kontakte des dritten Benutzers sind, aus dem
Kontaktergebnis.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei:

der erste Kontaktspeicher sich an einem zwei-
ten Knoten (112) in dem Netz befindet,
der zweite Kontaktspeicher sich an einem drit-
ten Knoten (118) in dem Netz befindet,
der dritte Kontaktspeicher sich an einem ersten
Knoten (104) in dem Netz befindet, wobei der
erste Knoten (104) durch den Benutzer (102),
dem eine Empfehlung ausgesprochen wird, be-
nutzbar ist,
das erste Vergleichsmittel (710) sich an dem

dritten Knoten (118) befindet,
das zweite Vergleichsmittel (712) sich an dem
ersten Knoten (104) befindet, wobei das Verfah-
ren weiterhin Folgendes umfasst:

Übertragen des Kontaktergebnisses von
dem dritten Knoten (118) über das Netz an
das zweite Vergleichsmittel (712) an dem
ersten Knoten (104) mittels des zweiten
Knotens (112), wobei das Kontaktergebnis
mehrere Kontakte umfasst, die gemeinsa-
me Kontakte des ersten und des zweiten
Kontaktspeichers sind,
wobei die Ausgabe des zweiten Vergleichs-
mittels (712) eine Liste von Kontakten ist,
die gemeinsame Kontakte des ersten und
des zweiten Kontaktspeichers sind, jedoch
nicht Kontakte in dem dritten Kontaktspei-
cher sind.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei:

der erste Kontaktspeicher sich an einem dritten
Knoten (118) in dem Netz befindet,
der zweite Kontaktspeicher sich an einem zwei-
ten Knoten (112) in dem Netz befindet,
der dritte Kontaktspeicher sich an einem ersten
Knoten (104) in dem Netz befindet, wobei der
erste Knoten (104) durch den Benutzer (102),
dem eine Empfehlung ausgesprochen wird, be-
nutzbar ist,
das erste Vergleichsmittel (810) sich an dem
zweiten Knoten (112) befindet,
das zweite Vergleichsmittel (812) sich an dem
ersten Knoten (104) befindet, wobei das Verfah-
ren weiterhin Folgendes umfasst:

Übertragen des Kontaktergebnisses von
dem zweiten Knoten (112) über das Netz
an das zweite Vergleichsmittel (812) an
dem ersten Knoten (104), wobei das Kon-
taktergebnis mehrere Kontakte umfasst,
die gemeinsame Kontakte des ersten und
des zweiten Kontaktspeichers sind,
wobei die Ausgabe des zweiten Vergleichs-
mittels (812) eine Liste von Kontakten ist,
die gemeinsame Kontakte des ersten und
des zweiten Kontaktspeichers sind, jedoch
nicht Kontakte in dem dritten Kontaktspei-
cher sind.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei:

der erste Kontaktspeicher sich an einem dritten
Knoten (118) in dem Netz befindet,
der zweite Kontaktspeicher sich an einem zwei-
ten Knoten (112) in dem Netz befindet,
der dritte Kontaktspeicher sich an einem ersten
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Knoten (104) in dem Netz befindet, wobei der
erste Knoten (104) durch den Benutzer (102),
dem eine Empfehlung ausgesprochen wird, be-
nutzbar ist,
das erste Vergleichsmittel (910) sich an dem
zweiten Knoten (112) befindet,
das zweite Vergleichsmittel (912) sich an dem
zweiten Knoten (112) befindet, wobei das Ver-
fahren weiterhin Folgendes umfasst:

Übertragen einer Liste von Kontakten des
dritten Kontaktspeichers von dem ersten
Knoten (104) über das Netz an das zweite
Vergleichsmittel (912) an dem zweiten Kno-
ten (112),
wobei das Kontaktergebnis, das von dem
ersten Vergleichsmittel (910) ausgegeben
wird, mehrere Kontakte umfasst, die ge-
meinsame Kontakte des ersten und des
zweiten Kontaktspeichers sind,
und wobei die Ausgabe des zweiten Ver-
gleichsmittels (912) eine Liste von Kontak-
ten ist, die gemeinsame Kontakte des ers-
ten und des zweiten Kontaktspeichers sind,
jedoch nicht Kontakte in dem dritten Kon-
taktspeicher sind.

10. Peer-to-Peer-Kommunikationsnetz, das Folgendes
umfasst:

einen ersten Kontaktspeicher, der dazu konfi-
guriert ist, eine Liste von Kontakten über das
Netz zu übertragen;
einen zweiten Kontaktspeicher;
einen dritten Kontaktspeicher;
ein erstes Vergleichsmittel (410; 710; 810; 910),
das dazu konfiguriert ist, die Liste von Kontak-
ten, die von dem ersten Kontaktspeicher über-
tragen wird, zu empfangen und die Liste von
Kontakten mit einer Liste von Kontakten von
dem zweiten Kontaktspeicher zu vergleichen,
um gemeinsame Kontakte zwischen den Listen
von Kontakten von dem ersten und dem zweiten
Kontaktspeicher zu identifizieren, wobei das
erste Vergleichsmittel (410; 710; 810; 910) wei-
terhin dazu konfiguriert ist, ein Kontaktergebnis
auf der Basis der Identifizierung der gemeinsa-
men Kontakte auszugeben; und
ein zweites Vergleichsmittel (412; 712; 812;
912), das dazu konfiguriert ist, das Kontakter-
gebnis, das von dem ersten Vergleichsmittel
(410; 710; 810; 910) ausgegeben wird, mit einer
Liste von Kontakten von dem dritten Kontakt-
speicher zu vergleichen;
wobei eine Ausgabe des zweiten Vergleichsmit-
tels (412; 712; 812; 912) dazu verwendet wird,
mindestens einen Kontakt zu identifizieren, der
einem Benutzer (102), dem eine Empfehlung

ausgesprochen wird, in dem Netz als ein neuer
Kontakt empfohlen werden soll,
und wobei der erste Kontaktspeicher sich an ei-
nem Knoten des Netzes befindet und das erste
Vergleichsmittel (410; 710; 810; 910) sich an ei-
nem anderen Knoten des Netzes befindet und
die Liste von Kontakten, die von dem ersten
Kontaktspeicher übertragen wird, über das Netz
an das erste Vergleichsmittel (410; 710; 810;
910) übertragen wird.

Revendications

1. Un procédé de transmission de données de contact
dans un réseau de communication de poste à poste,
le procédé comprenant :

la transmission d’une liste de contacts prove-
nant d’une première mémoire de contacts à un
premier moyen de comparaison (410, 710, 810,
910) ;
au niveau du premier moyen de comparaison
(410, 710, 810, 910), la comparaison de la liste
de contacts provenant de la première mémoire
de contacts avec une liste de contacts provenant
d’une deuxième mémoire de contacts afin
d’identifier des contacts communs entre les lis-
tes de contacts provenant des première et
deuxième mémoires de contacts, le premier
moyen de comparaison (410, 710, 810, 910) dé-
livrant un résultat de contacts sur la base de
l’identification des contacts communs ;
au niveau d’un deuxième moyen de comparai-
son (412, 712, 812, 912), la comparaison du ré-
sultat des contacts délivré par le premier moyen
de comparaison (410, 710, 810, 910) avec une
liste de contacts provenant d’une troisième mé-
moire de contacts ; et
l’utilisation d’une délivrance du deuxième
moyen de comparaison (412, 712, 812, 912) afin
d’identifier au moins un contact à recommander
à titre de nouveau contact à un utilisateur des-
tinataire de recommandation (102) dans le ré-
seau,
dans lequel la première mémoire de contacts
est au niveau d’un noeud du réseau et le premier
moyen de comparaison (410, 710, 810, 910) est
au niveau d’un autre noeud du réseau, et la liste
de contacts transmise par la première mémoire
de contacts est transmise par le réseau au pre-
mier moyen de comparaison (410, 710, 810,
910).

2. Le procédé selon la revendication 1 comprenant en
outre la génération de valeurs de hachage provenant
des identifiants des contacts de telle sorte que les
listes de contacts des première, deuxième et troisiè-
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me mémoires de contacts sont des listes de valeurs
de hachage identifiant les contacts dans le réseau.

3. Le procédé selon la revendication 2 dans lequel les
valeurs de hachage générées sont sélectionnées
dans un ensemble de valeurs de hachage, le nombre
de valeurs de hachage uniques dans l’ensemble de
valeurs de hachage étant inférieur au nombre total
d’utilisateurs dans le réseau de communication de
poste à poste.

4. Le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3 dans lequel :

la première mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un premier noeud (104) dans le réseau, le pre-
mier noeud (104) étant utilisable par l’utilisateur
destinataire de recommandation (102),
la deuxième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un deuxième noeud (112) dans le réseau,
la troisième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un troisième noeud (118) dans le réseau,
le premier moyen de comparaison (410) est au
niveau du deuxième noeud (112),
le deuxième moyen de comparaison (412) est
au niveau d’un troisième noeud (118), le procé-
dé comprenant en outre :

la transmission du résultat de contacts de-
puis le deuxième noeud (112) par le réseau
au deuxième moyen de comparaison (412)
au niveau du troisième noeud (118), le ré-
sultat de contacts comprenant une pluralité
de contacts qui sont des contacts dans la
deuxième mémoire de contacts qui ne sont
pas des contacts dans la première mémoire
de contacts,
dans lequel la délivrance du deuxième
moyen de comparaison (412) est une liste
de contacts qui sont des contacts communs
des deuxième et troisième mémoires de
contacts mais qui ne sont pas des contacts
dans la première mémoire de contacts.

5. Le procédé selon la revendication 4 dans lequel la
première mémoire de contacts mémorise les con-
tacts de l’utilisateur destinataire de recommandation
(102), la deuxième mémoire de contacts mémorise
les contacts d’un deuxième utilisateur (110) du
deuxième noeud (112) et la troisième mémoire de
contacts mémorise les contacts d’un troisième utili-
sateur (116) du troisième noeud (118), et dans lequel
le troisième utilisateur (116) est un contact du
deuxième utilisateur (110).

6. Le procédé selon la revendication 4 ou 5 comprenant
en outre :

la génération du résultat de contacts au niveau
du premier moyen de comparaison en suppri-
mant de ladite deuxième mémoire de contacts,
les contacts identifiés communs entre les listes
de contacts des première et deuxième mémoi-
res de contacts, et
la génération de la délivrance du deuxième
moyen de comparaison en supprimant du résul-
tat de contacts les contacts qui ne sont pas des
contacts du troisième utilisateur.

7. Le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3 dans lequel :

la première mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un deuxième noeud (112) dans le réseau,
la deuxième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un troisième noeud (118) dans le réseau,
la troisième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un premier noeud (104) dans le réseau, le pre-
mier noeud (104) étant utilisable par l’utilisateur
destinataire de recommandation (102),
le premier moyen de comparaison (710) est au
niveau du troisième noeud (118),
le deuxième moyen de comparaison (712) est
au niveau du premier noeud (104), le procédé
comprenant en outre :

la transmission du résultat de contacts pro-
venant du troisième noeud (118) par le ré-
seau au deuxième moyen de comparaison
(412) au niveau du premier noeud (104) via
le deuxième noeud (112), le résultat de con-
tacts comprenant une pluralité de contacts
qui sont des contacts communs des premiè-
re et deuxième mémoires de contacts,
dans lequel la délivrance du deuxième
moyen de comparaison (712) est une liste
de contacts qui sont des contacts communs
des première et deuxième mémoires de
contacts mais qui ne sont pas des contacts
dans la troisième mémoire de contacts.

8. Le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3 dans lequel :

la première mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un troisième noeud (118) dans le réseau,
la deuxième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un deuxième noeud (112) dans le réseau,
la troisième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un premier noeud (104) dans le réseau, le pre-
mier noeud (104) étant utilisable par l’utilisateur
destinataire de recommandation (102),
le premier moyen de comparaison (810) est au
niveau du deuxième noeud (112),
le deuxième moyen de comparaison (812) est
au niveau du premier noeud (104), le procédé
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comprenant en outre :

la transmission du résultat de contacts du
deuxième noeud (112) par le réseau au
deuxième moyen de comparaison (812) au
niveau du premier noeud (104), le résultat
de contacts comprenant une pluralité de
contacts qui sont des contacts communs
des première et deuxième mémoires de
contacts,
dans lequel la délivrance du deuxième
moyen de comparaison (812) est une liste
de contacts qui sont des contacts communs
des première et deuxième mémoires de
contacts mais qui ne sont pas des contacts
dans la troisième mémoire de contacts.

9. Le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 1 à 3 dans lequel :

la première mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un troisième noeud (118) dans le réseau,
la deuxième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un deuxième noeud (112) dans le réseau,
la troisième mémoire de contacts est au niveau
d’un premier noeud (104) dans le réseau, le pre-
mier noeud (104) étant utilisable par l’utilisateur
destinataire de recommandation (102),
le premier moyen de comparaison (910) est au
niveau du deuxième noeud (112),
le deuxième moyen de comparaison (912) est
au niveau du deuxième noeud (112), le procédé
comprenant en outre :

la transmission d’une liste de contacts de la
troisième mémoire de contacts provenant
du premier noeud (104) par le réseau au
deuxième moyen de comparaison (912) au
niveau du deuxième noeud (112),
dans lequel la délivrance du résultat de con-
tacts provenant du premier moyen de com-
paraison (910) comprend une pluralité de
contacts qui sont des contacts communs
des première et deuxième mémoires de
contacts,
et dans lequel la délivrance du deuxième
moyen de comparaison (912) est une liste
de contacts qui sont des contacts communs
des première et deuxième mémoires de
contacts mais qui ne sont pas des contacts
dans la troisième mémoire de contacts.

10. Un réseau de communication de poste à poste
comprenant :

une première mémoire de contacts configurée
pour transmettre une liste de contacts par le
réseau ;

une deuxième mémoire de contacts ;
une troisième mémoire de contacts ;
le premier moyen de comparaison (410, 710,
810, 910) configuré pour recevoir la liste de con-
tacts transmise par la première mémoire de con-
tacts et pour comparer la liste de contacts avec
une liste de contacts de la deuxième mémoire
de contacts afin d’identifier des contacts com-
muns entre les listes de contacts des première
et deuxième mémoires de contacts, le premier
moyen de comparaison (410, 710, 810, 910)
configuré en outre pour délivrer un résultat de
contacts sur la base de l’identification des con-
tacts communs ; et
un deuxième moyen de comparaison (412, 712,
812, 912) configuré pour comparer la délivrance
du résultat de contacts par le premier moyen de
comparaison (410, 710, 810, 910) avec une liste
de contacts de la troisième mémoire de
contacts ;
dans lequel une délivrance du deuxième moyen
de comparaison (412, 712, 812, 912) est utilisée
pour identifier au moins un contact à recomman-
der en tant que nouveau contact à un utilisateur
destinataire de recommandation (102) dans le
réseau,
et dans lequel la première mémoire de contacts
est au niveau d’un noeud du réseau et le premier
moyen de comparaison (410, 710, 810, 910) est
au niveau d’un autre noeud du réseau, et la liste
de contacts transmise par la première mémoire
de contacts est transmise par le réseau au pre-
mier moyen de comparaison (410, 710, 810,
910).
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